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Chapter 1 : Port Manteaux Word Maker
/ Eileen Van't Kerkhoff --Building and using the church library for Sunday school / Joanne Boehm --Seeing is believing:
look and learn from visual aids / Elaine Mannes and Jennie De Roos --Seeing is believing: helps and hints for visual aids
/ Elaine Mannes and Jennie De Roos --The family's involvement in the Sunday school / Marilyn J. Schall.

Americans used to roar like lions for liberty; now we bleat like sheep for security. It makes the hand bleed that
uses it. Habit is overcome by habit. However, a substitute for an amendment to an amendment to a motion
may be adopted and the substitute may be amended. My only reward will be a tombstone that says "Here lies
Gomez Addams -- he was good for nothing". Goldfeld An editor should have a pimp for a brother so he has
someone to look up to. After some observations and rough calculations the engineer realizes the situation and
starts laughing. A few minutes later the physicist understands too and chuckles to himself happily as he now
has enough experimental evidence to publish a paper. This leaves the mathematician somewhat perplexed, as
he had observed right away that he was the subject of an anecdote, and deduced quite rapidly the presence of
humour from similar anecdotes, but considers this anecdote to be too trivial a corollary to be significant, let
alone funny. An Englishman thinks seated; a Frenchman, standing; an American, pacing; an Irishman,
afterward. Battista An error is simply a failure to adjust immediately from a preconception to an actuality. A
psychotic is the man who lives in it. A psychiatrist is the man who collects the rent. Patterson An expert is an
ordinary fellow from another town. Vernon McGee [An expert is] somebody who is more than 50 miles from
home, has no responsibility for implementing the advice he gives, and shows slides. Bohn Anger is seldom
without argument but seldom with a good one. Only the man of intellect and judgment knows how to eat. A
competent lawyer can delay one even longer. They farm fungi, raise aphids as livestock, launch armies into
war, use chemical sprays to alarm and confuse enemies, capture slaves, engage in child labor, exchange
information ceaselessly. They do everything but watch television. It is the first word a child learns and often
the first word he speaks. It is a cheap word because it requires no explanation, and many men and women have
acquired a reputation for intelligence who know only this word and have used it in place of thought on every
occasion. Pop music is the hardest [stuff] to write. Boyd Any party which takes credit for the rain must not be
surprised if its opponents blame it for the drought. Anything is possible, anything can happen. On a flimsy
ground of reality, imagination spins marvelous patterns. Things hitherto undone should be given, I suspect, a
wide berth. Any two philosophers can tell each other all they know in two hours. But this is nonsense! Can I
really be expected to take this seriously? In fact, of course, it is necessary for it to be nonsense; if it made
sense, it could be evaluated. The modern tailors dress the emperor in garbage. A concise, clever statement.
The more it tells you the less you know. A poet is a man who manages, in a lifetime of standing out in
thunderstorms, to be struck by lightning five or six times. For maximum comprehension, do not start listening
until the first clause is concluded. Begin instead at the word "but" which begins the second, or active, clause.
This is the way to tell a liberal from a conservative -- before they tell you. Anything else is a fact of life. You
get a bottle, a poster bed, and the brightest colored stocking cap you can find. Created beauty is a relationship,
and a relationship with the Holy at that. Moral passion without entertainment is propaganda, and entertainment
without moral passion is television. Art is just a form of very high-class entertainment. But they do borrow
without giving back. Fashion, on the other hand, produces beautiful things which always become ugly with
time. The words "I am sorry" and "I am wrong" will have totally disappeared from their vocabulary. They will
stab you, shoot you, break things in your apartment, say horrible things to your friends and family, and then
justify this abhorrent behavior by saying: This is like becoming an archbishop so you can meet girls. In
democracy the streets may be unsafe after dark, but the most likely visitor in the early hours will be the
milkman. Etymologically, the term has come down as a contraction of the often-repeated phrase "ascii and you
shall receive. Both make one feel like a baby clutching at a basketball: The producing countries need oil
revenues at least as much as we need oil. If they stop pumping, we would carpool, but they would starve.
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Entin A ship in harbor is safe, but that is not what ships are built for. Ask what you can do for your teammates.
Magel A slipping gear could let your M grenade launcher fire when you least expect it. If virtue and
knowledge are diffused among the people, they will never be enslaved. This will be their great security.
Baruch A speech is a solemn responsibility. The man who makes a bad thirty-minute speech to two hundred
people wastes only a half hour of his own time. Debugging had to be discovered. I can remember the exact
instant when I realized that a large part of my life from then on was going to be spent in finding mistakes in
my own programs. A politician is a statesman who places the nation at his service. Was it nothing more than a
bunch of honking and yelling? Sometimes it seemed that way. Burton As to marriage or celibacy, let a man
take which course he will, he will be sure to repent. This pseudoscience has been around since the day of the
Chaldeans and Babylonians. It is as phony as numerology, phrenology, palmistry, alchemy, the reading of tea
leaves, and the practice of divination by the entrails of a goat. No serious person will buy the notion that our
lives are influenced individually by the movement of distant planets. This is the sawdust blarney of the
carnival midway. Kilpatrick A study in the Washington Post says that women have better verbal skills than
men. I just want to say to the authors of that study: A gang is where a coward goes to hide. Or not at first
glance: Bulhak Athens built the Acropolis. Corinth was a commercial city, interested in purely materialistic
things. Today we admire Athens, visit it, preserve the old temples, yet we hardly ever set foot in Corinth.
Harold Urey A thick skin is a gift from God. But the first years are the hardest. This is part of the
responsibility we accord our licensed jesters, that nothing be excused the searching light of comedy. If
anything can survive the probe of humour it is clearly of value, and conversely all groups who claim immunity
from laughter are claiming special privileges which should not be granted. But as times changed, engineers
figured out ways to make it better. At seven I wanted to be Napoleon. And my ambition has been growing
steadily ever since. Even in his secular music he often wrote at the head the letters I. Bach exhausted the
possibilities of music in his time with a brilliance that exhausts superlatives. In him, as with few other artists
of awesome fertility, ones sees the closest humanity can come to the boundless fecundity of nature, which
generates forms and glories and tragedies beyond measure. All I had was myself. I was the instrument that I
must care for. Coins are the very sinews of battles. The order varies for any given year. Behrman A word is
not a crystal, transparent and unchanged, it is the skin of a living thought and may vary greatly in color and
content according to the circumstances and the time in which it is used. But not your neighbor. Fight rather all
the things that cause you and your neighbor to fight. We could buy all kinds of useful things like The national
pastime, like it or not, is watching television. The only thing I can do when Harold Baines is at the plate is to
root for him. Chemistry is not the right word. The line drives are caught, the squibbers go for base hits.
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Chapter 2 : The Ancestor's Tale: A Pilgrimage to the Dawn of Evolution - PDF Free Download
De musealisering van de techniek: De totstandkoming van het Museum voor techniek en arbeid in Mannheim, het
Nederlands Textielmuseum in Tilburg en het Museum van wetenschap en industrie in Manchester in de periode van tot
Amsterdam: Het Spinhuis,

He will charm and amuse the young research workers, listen to their stories, inspire them, rekindle
enthusiasms that might be flagging, and send them back to their laboratories or their muddy fields, enlivened
and invigorated, eager to try out the new ideas he has generously shared with them. The fact that he had
moved on before the book was published reflects my unconscionable delay in finishing it. Michael Dover
tolerated that delay with humour and fortitude, and always encouraged me by his swift and intelligent
understanding of what I was trying to do. The best of his many good decisions was to engage Latha Menon as
a freelance editor. Her grasp of the big picture simultaneously with the details, her encyclopaedic knowledge,
her love of science and her selfless devotion to promoting it have benefited me, and this book, in more ways
than I can count. Others at the publishers helped greatly, but Jennie Condell and the designer, Ken Wilson,
went beyond the call of duty. My research assistant Yan Wong has been intimately involved at every stage of
the planning, researching and writing of the book. His resourcefulness and detailed familiarity with modern
biology have been matched only by his green fingers with computers. If, here, I have gratefully assumed the
role of apprentice, it could be said that he was my apprentice before I was his, for I was his tutor at New
College. He then did his doctorate under the supervision of Alan Grafen, once my own graduate student, so I
suppose Yan could be called my grandstudent as well as my student. Others are acknowledged in the Notes at
the end. I am deeply grateful to Mark Ridley and Peter Holland, who were engaged by the publishers as
critical readers and gave me exactly the right kind of advice. The routine authorial claim of responsibility for
the remaining shortcomings is more than usually necessary in my case. As always, I gratefully acknowledge
the imaginative generosity of Charles Simonyi. And my wife, Lalla Ward, has once again been my help and
strength. The remark can be seen as a warning against a pair of temptations but, duly warned, I shall
cautiously flirt with both. First, the historian is tempted to scour the past for patterns that repeat themselves; or
at least, following Mark Twain, to seek reason and rhyme for everything. The second connected temptation is
the vanity of the present: Under names that need not trouble us, these are live issues in human history and they
arise with greater force, and no greater agreement, on the longer timescale of evolution. Evolutionary history
can be represented as one damn species after another. But many biologists will join me in finding this an
impoverished view. Look at evolution that way and you miss most of what matters. Evolution rhymes,
patterns recur. It is so for well understood reasons: Darwinian reasons mostly, for biology, unlike human
history or even physics, already has its grand unifying theory, accepted by all informed practitioners, though
in varying versions and interpretations. In writing evolutionary history I do not shrink from seeking patterns
and principles, but I try to be careful about it. What of the second temptation, the conceit of hindsight, the idea
that the past works to deliver our particular present? The late Stephen Jay Gould rightly pointed out that a
dominant icon of evolution in popular mythology, a caricature almost as ubiquitous as lemmings jumping over
cliffs and that myth is false too , is a shambling file of simian ancestors, rising progressively in the wake of the
erect, striding, majestic figure of Homo sapiens sapiens: It is not necessarily founded on vanity. It need mean
only that we are here, and we could not be in a universe that lacked the capability of producing us. As
physicists have pointed out, it is no accident that we see stars in our sky, for stars are a necessary part of any
universe capable of generating us. Again, this does not imply that stars exist in order to make us. It is just that
without stars there would be no atoms heavier than lithium in the periodic table, and a chemistry of only three
elements is too impoverished to support life. Seeing is the kind of activity that can go on only in the kind of
universe where what you see are stars. But there is a little more that needs to be said. Granted the trivial fact
that our presence requires physical laws and constants capable of producing us, the existence of such potent
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ground rules may still seem tantalisingly improbable. Depending upon their assumptions, physicists may
reckon that the set of possible universes vastly outnumbers that subset whose laws and constants allowed
physics to mature, via stars into chemistry and via planets into biology. To some, this means that the laws and
constants must have been deliberately premeditated from the start although it baffles me why anybody regards
this as an explanation for anything, given that the problem so swiftly regresses to the larger one of explaining
the existence of the equally fine-tuned and improbable Premeditator. Other physicists are less confident that
the laws and constants were free to vary in the first place. When I was little it was not obvious to me why five
times eight had to give the same result as eight times five. I accepted it as one of those facts that grownups
assert. Only later did I understand, perhaps through visualising rectangles, why such pairs of multiplications
are not free to vary independently of one another. Perhaps, argue some physicists such as the Nobel
Prizewinning theorist Steven Weinberg, the fundamental constants of the universe, which at present we treat
as independent of one another, will in some Grand Unified fullness of time be understood to have fewer
degrees of freedom than we now imagine. Maybe there is only one way for a universe to be. That would
undermine the appearance of anthropic coincidence. Other physicists, including Sir Martin Rees, the present
Astronomer Royal, accept that there is a real coincidence in need of explanation, and explain it by postulating
many actual universes existing in parallel, mutually incommunicado, each with its own set of laws and
constants. The theoretical physicist Lee Smolin added an ingenious Darwinian spin which reduces the
apparent statistical improbability of our existence. Those daughter universes that have what it takes to
reproduce last long enough to make black holes, for instance are, of course, the universes that pass on their
laws and constants to their daughters. Stars are precursors to black holes which, in the Smolin model, are the
birth events. So universes that have what it takes to make stars are favoured in this cosmic Darwinism. The
properties of a universe that furnish this gift to the future are the self-same properties that incidentally lead to
the manufacture of large atoms, including vital carbon atoms. Not only do we live in a universe that is capable
of producing life. Successive generations of universes progressively evolve to become increasingly the sort of
universe that, as a by-product, is capable of producing life. The logic of the Smolin theory is bound to appeal
to a Darwinian, indeed to anyone of imagination, but as for the physics I am not qualified to judge. I cannot
find a physicist to condemn the theory as definitely wrong â€” the most negative thing they will say is that it is
superfluous. Some, as we saw, dream of a final theory in whose light the alleged fine-tuning of the universe
will turn out to be a delusion anyway. His book is The Life of the Cosmos and I recommend it. Biological
evolution has no privileged line of descent and no designated end. Evolution has reached many millions of
interim ends the number of surviving species at the time of observation , and there is no reason other than
vanity â€” human vanity as it happens, since we are doing the talking â€” to designate any one as more
privileged or climactic than any other. I believe there are recurring patterns. I also believe, though this is more
controversial today than it once was, that there are senses in which evolution may be said to be directional,
progressive and even predictable. But progress is emphatically not the same thing as progress towards
humanity, and we must live with a weak and unflattering sense of the predictable. The historian must beware
of stringing together a narrative that seems, even to the smallest degree, to be homing in on a human climax. A
book in my possession in the main a good book, so I shall not name and shame it provides an example. What
can this mean but that evolution is moving in some pre-specified direction? The book leaves us in no doubt of
what the presumed direction is. The passage ends with a telltale remark about a later species of extinct human,
Homo erectus: Although their faces are still different from ours, they have a much more human look in their
eyes. Only with the unwisdom of hindsight. In excuse of that book it is probably true that, were we to meet a
Homo erectus face to face, it might well look to our eyes like an unfinished sculpture in the making. But that
is only because we are looking with human hindsight. A living creature is always in the business of surviving
in its own environment. It is never unfinished â€” or, in another sense, it is always unfinished. So, presumably,
are we. The conceit of hindsight tempts us at other stages in our history. From our human point of view, the
emergence of our remote fish ancestors from water to land was a momentous step, an evolutionary rite of
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passage. It was undertaken in the Devonian Period by lobe-finned fish a bit like modern lungfish. We look at
fossils of the period with a pardonable yearning to gaze upon our forebears, and are seduced by a knowledge
of what came later: That is not the way it was at the time. Those Devonian fish had a living to earn. They were
not on a mission to evolve, not on a quest towards the distant future. An otherwise excellent book about
vertebrate evolution contains the following sentence about fish which ventured out of the water on to the land
at the end of the Devonian Period and jumped the gap, so to speak, from one vertebrate class to another to
become the first amphibians As we shall see again, jumping gaps is not what evolution does. It makes no more
sense and no less to aim our historical narrative towards Homo sapiens than towards any other modern species
â€” Octopus vulgaris, say, or Panthera leo or Sequoia sempervirens. A historically minded swift,
understandably proud of flight as self-evidently the premier accomplishment of life, will regard swiftkind â€”
those spectacular flying machines with their swept-back wings, who stay aloft for a year at a time and even
copulate in free flight â€” as the acme of evolutionary progress. To build on a fancy of Steven Pinker, if
elephants could write history they might portray tapirs, elephant shrews, elephant seals and proboscis monkeys
as tentative beginners along the main trunk road of evolution, taking the first fumbling steps but each â€” for
some reason â€” never quite making it: Elephant astronomers might wonder whether, on some other world,
there exist alien life forms that have crossed the nasal rubicon and taken the final leap to full proboscitude. We
are not swifts nor elephants, we are people. As we wander in imagination through some long-dead epoch, it is
humanly natural to reserve a special warmth and curiosity for whichever otherwise ordinary species in that
ancient landscape is our ancestor it is an intriguingly unfamiliar thought that there is always one such species.
Without succumbing to that error, there is one way to indulge a legitimate human-centrism while respecting
historical propriety. That way is to do our history backwards, and it is the way of this book. Backward
chronology in search of ancestors really can sensibly aim towards a single distant target. Backward
chronology and forward chronology are each good for different purposes. Go backwards and, no matter where
you start, you end up celebrating the unity of life. Go forwards and you extol diversity. It works on small
timescales as well as large. The forward chronology of the mammals, within their large but still limited
timescale, is a story of branching diversification, uncovering the richness of that group of hairy warmbloods.
Backward chronology, taking any modern mammal as our starting point, will always converge upon the same
unique ur-mammal: This is a local convergence.
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Chapter 3 : + Random Quotes
What aids to our vision will help us peer into theatres of ancient life and reconstruct the scenes and the players, their
exits and their entrances, of long ago? Conventional human history has three main methods, and we shall find their
counterparts on the larger time-scale of evolution.

A24" -- Blu-ray, widescreen requires Blu-ray player. Featuring extensive unseen archival footage and
previously unheard tracks, this strikingly modern, moving, and vital film shines a light on our culture and the
world we live in today. R for language and drug material. Music Box Films" -- Blu-ray, widescreen requires
Blu-ray player. PG for mild thematic elements and language. The research stations scattered throughout the
continent host a close-knit international population of scientists, technicians and craftsmen. Isolated from the
rest of the world, enduring months of unending darkness followed by periods when the sun never sets,
Antarctic residents experience firsthand the beauty and brutality of the most severe environment on Earth.
Magnolia Home Entertainment, [] -- Blu-ray, widescreen requires Blu-ray player. PG for mature thematic
elements including disturbing and violent images. Blackfish unravels the complexities of this dichotomy,
employing the story of the notorious performing whale Tilikum, who - unlike any orca in the wild - has taken
the lives of several people while in captivity. Blackfish expands on the discussion of keeping such intelligent
creatures in captivity. Director-approved, dual-format Blu-ray and DVD special edition widescreen. The
Criterion Collection, NTSC, region 1, widescreen 1. Errol Morris interview with the director John Bailey
interview with the cinematographer. Anchor Bay Entertainment, []" -- Blu-ray, region A, widescreen 2.
Anchor Bay Entertainment, PG for thematic elements including smoking images, and brief mild language.
FilmRise, [] -- Blu-ray requires Blu-ray player 16x9 widescreen. The film profiles eight former members of
the Church of Scientology, exploring the psychological impact of blind faith, how the church attracts new
followers and keeps hold of its A-list celebrity devotees. Magnolia Home Entertainment, [] -- Blu-ray
Widescreen 16x9, 1. Jackson video photo gallery. PG for disturbing violent images, thematic material,
language and brief nudity. A journey into black history that connects the past of the Civil Rights movement to
the present of BlackLivesMatter. Lemurs arrived there as castaways millions of years ago and evolved into
hundreds of diverse species but are now highly endangered. Join trailblazing scientist Patricia Wright on her
lifelong mission to help these strange and adorable creatures survive in the modern world. PG for some violent
and sexual images and drug references. Narrated by Tom Hanks. R for language throughout and brief nude
images. As one cheers when they kill an enemy fighter, another looks into the camera and asks if God will
ever forgive them for all the killing. As one grieves the loss of his friend in combat, another explains why he
missed the war after his deployment ended and he would go back in a heartbeat if he could. With English
subtitles for the deaf and hard-of-hearing. Don Cobain interview Brett Morgen interview trailer. The only ever
fully authorised portrait of the famed music icon. Academy Award nominated filmmaker Brett Morgen Follow
Kurt from his earliest years in this visceral and detailed cinematic insight of an artist at odds with his
surroundings. Cinedigm Entertainment, []" -- Blu-ray, widescreen presentation requires Blu-ray player. PG for
thematic material involving disturbing graphic descriptions of atrocities and inhumanity. This unprecedented
film initiates and bears witness to the collapse of fifty years of silence. PG for brief strong language. PG for
thematic elements, language, smoking and brief partial nudity. Overcoming crushing poverty and staggering
tragedies, Rick Hall brought black and white together to create music for the generations. PG for mild
language. Magnolia Home Entertainment, R for language including some sexual references. With the Internet
surpassing print as the main news source and newspapers all over the country going bankrupt, see the media
industry transform at its time of greatest turmoil. Includes interviews, and commentary. Several Winchester
residents have shared their own or family memories in an intergenerational history project called
Remembering the s. PG for thematic material involving disturbing images of violence and human suffering,
and for nudity. Columbia, [] -- Blu-ray Disc, widescreen 1. PG for brief strong language and some drug
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references. Unknown to him, his musical story continued in South Africa where he became a pop music icon.
Long rumored there to be dead, a few fans in the 90s decided to seek out the truth of his fate. What follows is
a heartening story in which they found far more in their quest than they ever hoped, while a Detroit
construction laborer discovered that his lost artistic dreams came true after all. A look at Steve Jobs. R for
some language. Interviews with a handful of those closest to him unravel the larger than life myth he
deliberately crafted, and examine the endurance of his values which continue to shape the culture of Silicon
Valley to this day. Magnolia Home Entertainment, c Experience his jaw-dropping journey in life and love to
the pinnacle of his achievements when he and wife Jean broke the BASE jumping Guinness World Record in
Incredibly, within days, triumph was followed by disaster. PG for some strong language CHV rating: How did
seventeenth century Dutch Master Johannes Vermeer manage to paint so photo-realistically, years before the
invention of photography? Spanning ten years, his adventure takes him to Delft, Holland, where Vermeer
painted his masterpieces, to the north coast of Yorkshire to meet artist David Hockney, and even to
Buckingham Palace to see a Vermeer masterpiece in the collection of the Queen. PG for some strong language
and sexual material. Now, in this award-winning documentary, director Morgan Neville shines the spotlight
on the untold stories of such legendary background singers as Darlene Love, Merry Clayton, Lisa Fischer,
Judith Hill, and more. Citizenship and Immigration Services. Mac OS X v. Immigrants interested in obtaining
U. This 12 minute film focuses on the history and founding of our nation and the important rights and
responsibilities of U. The role of immigration in U. Accompanying the DVD is a discussion booklet that aims
to encourage discussion and review the basic concepts of American democracy outlined in the film. A Promise
of Freedom is an excellent way to begin a session on immigration or citizenship. An Overview of the
Naturalization Process is a minute Flash presentation designed for immigrants who are new to the United
States. This short multimedia presentation provides a general overview of the naturalization process including
where to find immigration information and the general requirements for obtaining U. Makes it easier to
understand the immigration process with up-to-date information on the various USCIS forms, the rights of
permanent residents green card holders and more. Learn how to take the English and civics test, prepare for
the interview process, and gain a deeper understanding of U. The content is formatted in three easy to follow
categories including American government, history and civics. Drafthouse Films, [];"[United States]: Audio
commentary with executive producer Werner Herzog and director Joshua Oppenheimer Vice presents:
Theatrical version min. TannyFilm New York, N. Distributed by Kino Lorber Edu, Kino Lorber, [] -- DVD,
widescreen 1. Shot during the course of two-plus years, this highly anticipated film focuses in on the four-time
Grammy winner and Rock and Roll Hall of Fame member after his comeback album, Dirt Farmer, brought
him back to the spotlight. Walt Disney Home Entertainment: Distributed by Buena Vista Home Entertainment,
c The original theatrical movie extended version with never-before-seen footage. Molen production music by
Bryan E. Miller produced by Gerald R. PG some violent images. Breaking Glass Pictures, c At fifteen he
joined the U. Army, and as a young man he converted to Islam and fought alongside the Amal militia and
Hezbollah in Lebanon. Though the details of his past are murky, Isa claims to have killed more than people in
the fight to defend his faith --Container. General George Washington made a bold move that saved the
American cause. A24" -- DVD, region 1 5. Director-approved DVD special ed. Brilliantly and sensitively
assembled entirely from footage of Gray, taken from interviews and one-man shows from throughout his
career, it is a rich, full portrait, and autobiography of sorts, of a figure who was never less than candid but
retained an air of mystery. His impressive body of work spans thirty years, covering a wide range of painting
styles and periods.
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Chapter 4 : Tygerburger Parow 22 Mei by Tygerburger Newspaper - Issuu
The Keystone View Company was the largest stereoscope and stereo image producer and distributor in the world ( - ).
In , the company formed its Educational Department and began marketing classroom sets, contained in furniture quality
wooden cabinets, with research notes printed on the reverse of each three dimensional images.

She was chosen as the winner of the award by her peers, patients and their families, and embodies the
characteristics essential to the way patients experience Mediclinic hospitals. They are scientists who wipe
away tears and offer comfort, and in doing so they walk the extra mile for their patients and their profession.
Spesiale erediens vir Comrades-atlete Een van die dae is dit weer die Comrades. Alle atlete wat aan die
Comrades die volgende naweek gaan deelneem, word genooi om die diens by te woon. Hulle sal nie net
geestelik gemotiveer word nie, maar ook liggaamlik bederf word met koeksisters en koffie ter voorbereiding
vir die wedloop. Die diens word gelei deur dr. Alle offergawes by die erediens word aan die Boucher Safe
House gegee. Quality books, puzzles and magazines are sold at affordable prices to raise money for the home.
Contact Soulvy Saunders on or mpretoors durbanvillekinderhuis. Book with Val on Die wit olifanttafel,
boekestalletjie, handwerk en tombolattafel bied baie interessante items. There will be food available such as
tomato stew and rice vegetarian available , vetkoek, soup and bread, puddings and more. Second-hand clothes,
and handiwork will also be on sale. Besoekers is welkom teen R25 per persoon. Rig navrae aan Estelle by
Tickets are R per person. Contact or email Willowbridge barnyardtheatres. Hoeveel bejaardes word nie die
voorreg ontneem van goeie sorg in hul silwer jare nie? Baie vergaan in eensaamheid, ellende en armoede. Dit
is maar een van die nare werlikhede van bejaardesorg in Suid-Afrika. Kom ons sorg vir bejaardes soos ons ook
in ons later jare voor gesorg wil word. En juis daarom verdien bejaardes net die beste sorg denkbaar!
Woensdagoggend, terwyl ek die kospakkie regkry vir die man wat my gunsteling TygerBurger aflewer, is die
polisie by en wil weet of die man hier werk. Tannie wil net vir julle verseker dat ek dit so waardeer en voel
veilig, want ek weet julle gee om en nogmaals dankie, julle drie. Wil ook byvoeg Tannie maak ook nie vir
enigeen die deur oop nie, ek is ook waaksaam. I guarantee you, that person will not park there again. Op die
deur staan hy moet oop wees, maar daar is niemand wat werk nie. Geen diens, maar die persoon wat daar
werk, kry sy salaris. Wat gaan in die land aan? Moet asseblief nie die saak daar los nie. Jy het ook regte.
Gebruik dit en staan daarby. Sadly, this conduct has become typical of too many officials who use their power
to abuse citizens, presumably to boost their own egos. Die studente dop baie. TygerBurger Parow word elke
Woensdag in die volgende gebiede afgelewer: Marana Brand van Hulsteyn nuus tygerburger. Rowena
Hendricks rowena. Garth Hewitt ghewitt tygerburger. Michiel Engelbrecht of mengel tygerburger. Volgens die
redaksionele beleid van TygerBurger verwelkom ons voorstelle en kommentaar oor die koerant se inhoud en
stel ons beduidende foute so gou as moontlik reg. Joe Thloloe, aanhangig maak. Spertyd is Vrydag om
Broodtrokke lewer af; ons lewer koerante af en groet hardlopers en mense wat met honde wandel;
dronkbestuurders maak soms ongelukke; diewe breek in, ry motors weg of haal wiele af en veroorsaak chaos
in die straat; diere word omgery en vir dood gelaat. Dromkrappers beproef jou geduld op jou roete;
koerantverkopers begin plakkate op die hoeke opsit en sekerheidsmaatskappye doen hul werk in die
woonbuurte. Is dit hoekom huise en motors so maklik toeganklik is? Omdat uitgeslape diewe die nagskedule
van sekerheidspersoneel dophou en weet wanneer om toe te slaan? Intussen betaal inwoners vir
sekerheidsdienste. We moved from the southern suburbs to Kuils River about six months ago, I love it here.
Our neighbours, well those close to me, are very nice people, most of them work during the day. I am a
housewife and we agreed to exchange phone details. If anything happens I would firstly contact the police, any
strange cars or people in our road I would do the same. We had a burglarly not too long ago, the owners do not
greet let alone give you a glance, they had the audacity to inquire details. With that kind of attitude one does
not want to do anything for such people. What I am trying to say is your neighbour is the closest to you, do not
judge people because of the colour of their skin, make an effort to get to know them, we are all South
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Africans. To curb the crime lets work together, stop complaining and blaming the police for every freaking
thing. Today I just heard on the news they are so short staffed. Ek het die voorval daardie Vrydagoggend
gesien en dadelik die polisie gebel. By die werk het ek weer die polisie gebel om te hoor of enigiemand gaan
help het. Ek het egter niks van hulle gehoor nie. Dit maak nie saak wie en wat jy is nie, maar jy slaan niemand
nie. Die arme man het nie eers teruggeslaan nie! Mense wat van die trein geklim het, het hom kom help.
Siestog, dis so sleg van die Metro-mense om dit te doen. Werk daardie mense nog daar? Ons as vroue is bang
vir hulle, want wat as dit met ons gebeur? Each time I try to park in the moms and tots parking bays with my
new baby, I see that reps and other people park in these bays. Even government branded cars. I have spoken to
these people and told them that you need to be either be a pensioner or a mom with a kid, to be able to park
there. You also want to avoid them being in wind or rain, especially newborns. Sanccob invites local
volunteers from the greater Cape Town area to attend one of the two information sessions Sanccob is a
world-renowned marine conservation centre and has treated more than 95 oiled, ill, injured and abandoned
African penguins and other threatened seabirds since being established in While they often require volunteers
during an oil spill crisis, they also need individuals year-round who can assist with general tasks. Volunteering
can be done on a regular or ad-hoc basis half or full day. South African volunteers only. Booking essential,
volunteers need to be 18 or older. V For more information contact Louise Myburgh volunteer co-ordinator on
or email volunteers sanccob.
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What aids to our vision will help us peer into theatres of ancient life and reconstruct the scenes and the
players, their exits and their entrances, of long ago? Conventional human history has three main methods, and
we shall find their counterparts on the larger time-scale of evolution. First there is archaeology, the study of
bones, arrowheads, fragments of pots, oystershell middens, figurines and other relics that survive as hard
evidence from the past. In evolutionary history, the most obvious hard relics are bones and teeth, and the
fossils that they eventually become. Second, there are renewed relics, records that are not themselves old but
which contain or embody a copy or representation of what is old. In human history these are written or spoken
accounts, handed down, repeated, reprinted or otherwise duplicated from the past to the present. In evolution, I
shall propose DNA as the main renewed relic, equivalent to a written and recopied record. Third, there is
triangulation. This name comes from a method of judging distances by measuring angles. Take a bearing on a
target. Now walk a measured distance sideways and take another. From the intercept of the two angles,
calculate the distance of the target. Some camera rangefinders use the principle, and map surveyors
traditionally relied upon it. I shall take the three kinds of evidence in order, beginning with hard relics and, in
particular, fossils. Insects have become embalmed in amber petrified gum from trees for million years.
Without benefit of ice or amber, hard parts like teeth, bones and shells stand the best chance of being
preserved. Teeth last longest of all because, to do their job in life, they had to be harder than anything their
owner was likely to eat. Bones and shells need to be hard for different reasons, and they too can last a long
time. Such hard parts and, under exceptionally lucky circumstances, soft parts too, occasionally become
petrified as stone fossils that last for hundreds of millions of years. If every fossil were magicked away, the
comparative study of modern organisms, of how their patterns of resemblances, especially of their genetic
sequences, are distributed among species, and of how species are distributed among continents and islands,
would still demonstrate, beyond all sane doubt, that our history is evolutionary, and that all living creatures are
cousins. Fossils are a bonus. A welcome bonus, to be sure, but not an essential one. The fossil record could be
one big gap, and the evidence for evolution would still be overwhelmingly strong. At the same time, if we had
only fossils and no other evidence, the fact of evolution would again be overwhelmingly supported. As things
stand, we are blessed with both. The word fossil is conventionally used to mean any relic dating back more
than 10, years: An imprint of the original form may be preserved in stone for a very long time indeed, perhaps
mixed with some of the original material. There are various ways in which this can happen. When fossils were
first discovered and mapped, their ages were unknown. The most we could hope for was a rank ordering of
oldness. Age ranking depends upon the assumption known as the Law of Superposition. For obvious reasons,
younger strata lie atop older ones, unless the circumstances are exceptional. Such exceptions, though they
sometimes cause temporary puzzlement, are usually pretty obvious. A lump of old rock, complete with fossils,
may be thrown on top of a younger stratum, say by a glacier. Or a series of strata may be turned over
wholesale, and its vertical ordering exactly reversed. These anomalies can be taken care of by comparing
equivalent rocks in other parts of the world. Once this is done, the palaeontologist can piece together the true
sequence of the whole fossil record, in a jigsaw of overlapping sequences from different parts of the world.
Why is the jigsaw necessary? Fossil beds are laid down in fits and starts, when the conditions are right. In any
one location, at any one time, it is rather likely that no sedimentary rocks, and no fossils, are being laid down.
But it is quite likely that, in some part of the world, fossils are being deposited at any given time. The
timescale is divided into eons, eras, periods, and epochs. The lower limit of the timescale is formally
undefined, though it is generally assumed to stretch back to about 4. They hop from museum to museum
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looking at specimens in drawers, or from journal to journal in university libraries looking at written
descriptions of fossils whose site of discovery has been carefully labelled, and they use these descriptions to
piece together the fragments of the puzzle from different parts of the world. The task is eased by the fact that
particular strata, with recognisably characteristic rock properties, and consistently housing the same kinds of
fossils, keep turning up in different regions. Devonian rocks are recognisable as Devonian wherever they may
be found, partly because of the quality of the rock but also because of the internal evidence of the fossils that
they contain. Devonian rocks are reliably labelled by the presence of certain characteristic fossils. The same
goes for rocks from other geological periods, right back to the time of the earliest hard-bodied fossils. From
the ancient Cambrian through to the present Holocene, the geological periods listed in the chart opposite were
mostly separated on the basis of changes in the fossil record. And as a result, the end of one period and the
start of another is often delimited by extinctions that conspicuously interrupt the continuity of the fossils. As
Stephen Jay Gould has put it, no palaeontologist has any trouble identifying whether a lump of rock lies before
or after the great end-Permian mass extinction. There is almost no overlap in animal types. Indeed, fossils
especially microfossils are so useful in labelling and dating rocks that the oil and mining industries are among
their principal users. The geological periods were named for purposes of relative dating, before absolute dating
became possible. And they are still useful. But relative dating is more difficult for rocks with scarce fossils â€”
and that includes all rocks older than the Cambrian: Absolute dating had to wait for recent developments in
physics, especially the physics of radioactivity. For now, it is enough to know that we have a range of reliable
methods for putting an absolute age on fossils, or the rocks that contain or surround them. Moreover, different
methods in this range provide sensitivity across the whole spectrum of ages from hundreds of years tree rings ,
through thousands of years carbon 14 , millions, hundreds of millions uranium-thorium-lead to billions of
years potassium-argon. We turn now to our second category of historical evidence, renewed relics, copied
successively down the generations. For historians of human affairs this might mean eyewitness accounts,
handed down by oral tradition or in written documents. They contain information that has been copied,
printed, stored in libraries, reprinted and distributed for us to read today. Once a story gets into print or,
nowadays, a computer medium of some kind, copies of it have a fair chance of being perpetuated into the
distant future. Written records are more reliable than oral tradition, by a disconcerting margin. You might
think that each generation of children, knowing their parents as well as most children do, would listen to their
detailed reminiscences and relay them to the next generation. Five generations on, a voluminous oral tradition
should, one might think, have survived. I remember my four grandparents clearly, but of my eight
great-grandparents I know a handful of fragmentary anecdotes. One great-grandfather habitually sang a certain
nonsense rhyme which I can sing , but only while lacing his boots. Another was greedy for cream, and would
knock the chess board over when losing. A third was a country doctor. That is about my limit. How have eight
entire lives been so reduced? How, when the chain of informants connecting us back to the eyewitness seems
so short, and human conversation so rich, could all those thousands of personal details that made up the
lifetimes of eight human individuals be so fast forgotten? Frustratingly, oral tradition peters out almost
immediately, unless hallowed in bardic recitations like those that were eventually written down by Homer, and
even then the history is far from accurate. It decays into nonsense and falsehood after amazingly few
generations. Historical facts about real heroes, villains, animals and volcanoes rapidly degenerate or blossom,
depending upon your taste into myths about demigods, devils, centaurs and fire-breathing dragons. Writing is
a huge improvement. Paper, papyrus and even stone tablets may wear out or decay, but written records have
the potential to be copied accurately for an indefinite number of generations, although in practice the accuracy
is not total. I should explain the special sense in which I mean accuracy and, indeed, the special sense in which
I mean generations. But if you write with care, and if I painstakingly match each of your squiggles with
exactly one from our shared alphabet, your message has a good chance of being copied by me with total
accuracy. It works because letters of a true alphabet are discontinuous. The point, reminiscent of the
distinction between analogue and digital codes, needs a little more explanation. There exists a consonant
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sound which is intermediate between the English hard c and g it is the French hard c in comme. But nobody
would think of trying to represent this sound by writing a character which looked intermediate between c and
g. We all understand that a written character in English must be one, and only one, member of our letter
alphabet. We understand that French uses the same 26 letters for sounds that are not exactly the same as ours
and which may be intermediate between ours. Each language, indeed each local accent or dialect, separately
uses the alphabet for self-normalising on different sounds. An eyewitness record of some event, which is
written down, as opposed to drawn as a picture, has a good chance of still being accurately reproduced in
history books centuries later. Even in pre-Gutenberg days when documents were duplicated by scribes, writing
represented a great advance in accuracy compared with memory and oral tradition. It is only a theoretical ideal
that repetitive copying retains perfect accuracy. In practice scribes are fallible, and not above massaging their
copy to make it say things that they think no doubt sincerely the original document ought to have said. The
most famous example of this, painstakingly documented by nineteenth century German theologians, is the
doctoring of New Testament history to make it conform to Old Testament prophecies. But in any case writing
cannot take us back beyond its invention, which was only about 5, years ago. Identification symbols,
counting-marks and pictures go back a bit further, perhaps some tens of thousands of years, but all such
periods are chickenfeed compared with evolutionary time. Fortunately, when we turn to evolution there is
another kind of duplicated information which goes back an almost unimaginably large number of copying
generations and which, with a little poetic licence, we can regard as the equivalent of a written text: The DNA
information in all living creatures has been handed down from remote ancestors with prodigious fidelity. We
can read this record directly, using the arts of modern molecular biology to spell out the actual DNA letter
sequences or, slightly more indirectly, the amino acid sequences of protein into which they are translated. Or,
much more indirectly as through a glass darkly, we can read it by studying the embryological products of the
DNA: Because DNA changes very slowly through the generations, history is woven into the fabric of modern
animals and plants, and inscribed in its coded characters.
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